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Reprocessing.  Simplified.
SteriSimple was created by  a practicing dentist for use by 
dentists.  We know the work you do each day and the value 
you place on your time.

SteriSimple is complete system of digital documentation 
of each step of instrument reprocessing in dental practice.
  
This approach provides a comprehensive, complete 
solutuion to the labour-intensive demands of instrument 
reprocessing, instrument use and instrument recall.  Every 
step of the way is thoroughly addressed and is nearly 
effortless.

We’ve all improved the way we reprocess our instruments.  
It’s time to consider how to make our workflow less stress-
ful while being more accurate and more efficient.

Spore test recording

There are two versions.  One version 
reads the 3M Attest Auto-reader 390 or 
490.  The other version is for use with 
regular spore incubators.

Auto saves and organizes a complete 
report.

Merges the daily report with summaries 
from STERIREADER.

Auto-triggers a recall report should a 
spore test fail.

Cycle logging and label production

Direct-to-computer logging of up to 10 
sterilizers at once.

No data loggers, SD cards or USBs are 
needed.

QR coded labels are produced for each 
item per load.

Compatible with nearly every tabletop 
autoclave in use today.

You no longer need to write anything, 
anywhere.

User interaction per load is seconds.

Instrument tracking and recall

Link an instrument to a patient by 
scanning the QR code produced by 
STERIREADER.

Date entry is effortless.

No more pollution of patient charts with 
hand-written or typed cycle data.

Encrypted database may be searched in 
several ways, instantly.

Produces and saves a daily instrument 
usage report.

Integrate with your existing office 
management software, if compatible. 
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There is still confusion and worry regarding IPAC in 
dentistry.  SteriSimple was produced in consultation with 
the the Ministry of Health and provided you with a simple, 
thorough solution.  We are here to help not only with 
solutions but resources as well.  

We keep an active Facebook page where we are asked and 
discuss numerous IPAC related questions.  Also, please 
see our website for the following:

Videos
See information regarding cost analyses, BI and recall 
flowcharts, risk assessments.  Find out how you can make 
large savings by changing to a short duration spore.

IPAC Calculator
This is a dynamic calculator you can use.  Change 
variables and instantly learn how much you may be spend-
ing in labour costs for your instrument reprocessing.  This 
was produced using cost analyses referenced in the Video 
section of the website.  

Mr WHMIS
Use this free-to-use software for updated WHMIS label 
production.  With the way the Ministry of Health came 
down on dentistry, the last thing we want is the Ministry of 
Labour to do the same.  This software will produce new 
GHS WHMIS labels, which are compliant with the new 
WHMIS 2015 regulations.  This is important information 
that we need in our practices.

Save Time

SteriSimple has been proven to 
save time in your practice, which 
you can devote to more rewarding, 
productive tasks.

Reduce Overhead

SteriSimple has been proven to 
reduce overhead.  Use our IPAC 
Calculator on our website to see 
how much you spend (and can 
save) during reprocessing.

Improve Morale

Offices using SteriSimple have 
enjoyed a clear improvement in 
morale.  

Reduce your overhead.
Reduce your stress and frustration.

Simplify your instrument reprocessing.

visit sterisimple.ca
contact info@sterisimple.ca

Offices who have implimented SteriSimple into their work-
flow have reported several positive improvements.  Here is 
a testimonial from a very happy office who recently started 
using SteriSimple:

“After many frustrating months navigating and 
complying with IPAC requirements, our support 

staff was becoming overwhelmed with never 
ending logging and labeling.  We were even 

considering hiring an additional employee to 
alleviate the agony of sterilization.  We were so 

relieved we found SteriSimple!  Since then, 
we’ve reduced the time and costs of logging 
manually exponentially.  It is an asset to our 
business to have our staff out of sterilization 
and tending to their many other duties, and 

more importantly, back with our patients.  It is 
so easy to use and we feel secure knowing the 
pertinent information is preserved in one easy 
to access area with only a few clicks.  Not only 
do we love it, but we’ve received many regards 
from patients who have noticed the QR codes 
and appreciate our efforts in remaining current 
with best practices.  Additionally, what a bonus 

to be working with a Canadian Company!”
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